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This message has been sent on behalf of the Office of the Associate Dean Research (OADR) Grant Development Office. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Jenna Slobozian, Clint Westgard, Brandi Povitz, Adam Kirkby, Vienna Doenni or Deidra Dang.

Grants Awarded in April 2022

Hello,

We are pleased to announce the most recent successes made by faculty members in CSM in receiving ‘new’ research funding over the past few months. On behalf of the OADR Grant Development Office and members of CSM, we extend our congratulations!

If your grant is missing from this list and you want it included in the next mailout please email Jenna Slobozian with the details. We are intending to highlight all external research grants, not only tri-council, so please be sure to share your successes with our office. For a summary of awardees from 2021 please visit our website: [CSM Grant Successes](#)

New/Recent Grants Awarded

- **Dr. Khara Sauro**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Addressing the Wider Health Impacts of COVID-19; *The long and short of disruptions in surgical services due to the COVID-19 response: the impact and path forward*
- **Dr. Sheila McDonald**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Addressing the Wider Health Impacts of COVID-19; *From languishing to flourishing: Exploring the wider and longitudinal impacts of COVID-19, use of supports, and recovery for families*

- **Dr. Aaron Goodarzi**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Addressing the Wider Health Impacts of COVID-19; *Addressing rising Canadian radon gas-induced lung cancer risk due to COVID-19 pandemic-linked lung injury, disability, and behaviour change*

- **Dr. Jia Hu**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Addressing the Wider Health Impacts of COVID-19; *The Next Steps for Childhood Vaccination: Community and Expert Consultation in Addressing Reductions in Childhood Vaccination Access and Uptake Amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic for Kids New to Canada*

- **Dr. Darren Brenner**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Addressing the Wider Health Impacts of COVID-19; *Mitigating the Long-Term Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Colorectal Cancer Care and Control in Alberta: Developing a Live Colorectal Cancer Activity Dashboard*

- **Dr. Abdel Aziz Shaheen**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Addressing the Wider Health Impacts of COVID-19; *Understanding and Responding to the COVID-19 Pandemic Effect on the Magnitude of Alcohol-Related Liver Disease in Alberta*

- **Dr. Kathleen Chaput**: NFRF - Explorations Grant; *Examining the current Canadian social context of prenatal cannabis consumption and intersections with maternal and infant health outcomes*

- **Dr. Tanvir Turin Chowdhury**: NFRF - Explorations Grant; *Immigrant/racialized community mobilization towards empowerment through community-based health data cooperative*

- **Dr. Joanna Rankin**: NFRF - Explorations Grant; *Radical Mental Health Doulas: An innovative model of support for women with mental health challenges*

- **Dr. Roman Krawetz**: NFRF - Explorations Grant; *A transdisciplinary approach to develop stem cell therapies for equine cartilage injuries*
- **Dr. Trafford Crump**: NFRF - Explorations Grant; *Using Novel Deep Functional Learning to Detect and Develop Personalized Risk Scores for Uveal Melanoma*

- **Dr. Pamela Roach**: CIHR - Operating Grant: Indigenous COVID-19 Rapid Research FO-Research; *Implementation and Evaluation of an Indigenous Virtual Patient Experience Tool in Response to COVID-19*

- **Dr. Peter Stys**: NIH - Project Grant; *Multiple Sclerosis as a cytodegenerative proteopathy*

- **Dr. Wee Yong**: US Department of Defence - CDMRP Grant; *Defining and overcoming a novel extracellular matrix inhibitor of remyelination in MS: Fibulin-2x*

- **Dr. Amy Metcalfe**: CIHR - Patient Engagement Enhancement; *GROWW (Guiding interdisciplinary Research On cis- and trans-gendered Women's and girls health and Wellbeing) - SPOR Supplement*

- **Dr. Susan Samuel**: CIHR - Patient Engagement Enhancement; *Empowering Next-generation Researchers in perinatal and Child Health (ENRICH) - SPOR Supplement*

- **Dr. Eric Smith**: CIHR - Patient Engagement Enhancement; *Enhancing Patient Engagement in the Vascular Contributions to Cognitive Decline Training (VAST) Platform - SPOR Supplement*
Superimposed plots of the total operating dollars awarded to CSM faculty in all grant competitions per month (bars) and as a cumulative total (scatter plot). Values reflect total operating dollars committed by an agency for the duration of grants awarded that have been publicly announced. Note: The awarded grants presented in this graph are those that we are aware of.

As always if you have any grant-related questions please contact our office at any time.

Best,

Jenna

Jenna Slobozian Cert RA Manager, Grant Development